NEW ARRIVALS AW21

CARAT
Design Lena Bergström · 2009

With inspiration from jewels and gemstones Lena Bergström has renewed the
cut crystal with the collection Carat. Carat has become one of Orrefors’ most
beloved with its unique, romantic and contemporary expression. There are
different stemware glasses in the collection bringing a sense of luxury to the
set table.

6590108
Carat coupe 25 cl 2-pack
H 163 mm Ø 97 mm
Clear
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CARAT
Design Lena Bergström · 2009

With inspiration from jewels and gemstones Lena Bergström has renewed the
cut crystal with the collection Carat. Carat has become one of Orrefors’ most
beloved with its unique, romantic and contemporary expression. There are
different stemware glasses in the collection bringing a sense of luxury to the
set table.

6590109
Carat wine 44 cl 2-pack
H 215 mm Ø 85 mm
Clear
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CARAT
Design Lena Bergström · 2009

The Carat candle holder is a modern take on cut crystal with a stem
creating a sense of jewels. There is a balance between the steady base and
the asymmetric. The metal ring at the top is a contrast to the crystal and it
protects the glass from the melting stearin.
The candle holder is available in clear crystal which comes in different sizes.
Perfect to combine on the set table.
“The black candle holder brings drama to the whole Carat collection. I
associate the blackish gray color to anthracite. It’s a special rock,
a type of coal, just like diamonds”
– Lena Bergström

6590170
Carat candle holder anthracite 2-pack
H 242 mm Ø 100 mm
Anthracite
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THE SPARKLING DEVIL
Design Gunnar Cyrén · 2018

After Gunnar’s passing in 2013, his sons found a large number of sketches.
Eight of these have been chosen for the collection Sparkling Devils.
A new glass is launched each year until the collection is complete. The new
glasses have the same colorful, characteristic appearance as the popular snaps
glasses and are real eye-catchers. They are also based on the same glass craft –
each glass is mouth-blown in Kosta and hand painted with real 22-carat gold.
Sparkling Devils is a tribute to Gunnar Cyrén’s unique heritage and
expression, but it is also an opportunity to pass on the hand-crafted glass to
new generations and collectors.

6267944
The sparkling devil 19 cl
H 230 mm Ø 69 mm
White
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ANNUAL ORNAMENT
Design Lisa Hilland · 2021

Orrefors Icicle Christmas Ornament is inspired by nature in northern Sweden,
where designer Lisa Hilland has her roots.
”I remember my childhood Christmases in Jämtland, northern Sweden.
Nature was covered in frost, ice and snow, the forest enchanted,
breathtakingly beautiful. I remember playing outside waiting for Christmas
celebrations to start. This childhood memory stayed with me in my heart
and when Orrefors asked me to design a Christmas ornament I immediately
thought of the snowy Christmas landscape of my childhood.”
– Lisa Hilland

6490828
Annual ornament
H 135 mm Ø 25 mm
Clear
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